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The Soul Of The Nurse
In conjunction with Mothers Day, the writer pens a tribute to her beloved mum who spoke eight languages/dialects which enabled her to communicate effectively with her patients.
Heart and Soul: My mother had the makings of a wonderful nurse
As the country continues to grapple with surge in coronavirus cases healthcare warriors including nurses are working selflessly and putting long hours of duty ...
Nurses putting their heart, soul into fight against COVID
C Delmar Gardens. Staffing shortages and turnover have long been a struggle for senior care facilities, but St. Louis-based Delmar Gardens strives to meet that challenge head-on by treating ...
Staff members are the heart and soul of the Delmar Gardens family
Nursing professionals have faced more challenges during the past 14 months than ever before due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Nurses: The Heart of Health Care
National Nurses Day is marked annually on May 6 to celebrate these frontline workers and other medical professionals. The importance of nurses can be felt now more than ever amid the raging crisis of ...
National Nurses Day 2021: Inspiring Quotes To Thank The Frontline Workers
Soles are being meticulously measured and adjusted, hooves shod, and filed on farrier day at Saddles in Service. Two local nurses, you could say, have come here for a different kind of "soul ...
Saddles in Service helps San Diego nurses combat stress
Dua Lipa won the coveted British Album of the Year prize at the Brit Awards on Tuesday, in a ceremony that saw female artists dominate the mixed categories. Around 4,000 guests streamed into London's ...
Dua Lipa Wins British Album Of The Year In Female-dominated Brit Awards
The process that we now know as triage derives from a French word meaning "to break into three pieces" — originally that meant filtering groups who required 1) immediate, 2) urgent, or 3) non-urgent ...
From the Editors: A triage of the soul
If you’ve searched St. Vincent on Twitter in the past few weeks, you haven’t seen chatter about the goofy soul sound of the 38-year-old rock star’s latest singles. You’ve seen snarky tweets about an ...
St. Vincent and the Limits of Rock-and-Roll Mystique
The Mazzoni Center in Philadelphia has always been a proponent of ally-ship and dedicated to providing quality comprehensive health and wellness services to individuals who need it in an LGBTQ-focused ...
“Nurses are the backbone of health care here at Mazzoni”
Home health nurse Cora Wright and Irene Miller share a bond that’s stronger than the typical relationship between a home health nurse and a patient.
Nurse Cora Wright and her 100-year-old patient Irene Miller share a little bit of sunshine every day: Health Care Heroes
Indeed, nurses are the heart of health and soul of hospitals, clinics, schools, residential care facilities, in-home care, and much more. Nurses educate, console, comfort and advocate for their patien ...
Congrats! 11 honorees selected for this year's "Nurses: The Heart of Health Care" contest
Like “Hamilton,” she is not throwing away her shots. The healthcare worker mistakenly filled a syringe with a whole bottle of Pfizer COVID vaccine — which contains six shots ...
Oblivious nurse gives patient six COVID vaccine doses in single shot
Nurses were charged with the unimaginable over the past year — supporting entire communities through one of the greatest health crises of our time. Brian Feist, trauma services nursing program ...
Salute to Iowa Nurses: Nurses have been game changers during the pandemic
The nurse said the experience was “the worst I ... “I have tried some support groups, but come off them as it’s soul destroying. So many people are just floored by this.
Covid Scotland: Glasgow nurse opens up about 'soul destroying' experience of coronavirus
Mt. Washington Pediatric Hospital is celebrating five of their nurses who have been named the top pediatric nurses by Baltimore Magazine.
Meet The Five Mt. Washington Pediatric Hospital Nurses Named Top Pediatric Nurses By Baltimore Magazine
Having spent hours on the picket line on a half dozen or so different days, I can say without a doubt that the St. Vincent nurses’ strike is a testament to the strength of Worcester and ...
Bryant William Sculos: St. Vincent nurses’ strike a fight for soul of Worcester’s future
Lewis faculty will work with you to develop a compassionate, holistic approach to patient care - it is about addressing physical symptoms while caring for the heart, mind and soul. You will become ...
Lewis University College of Nursing and Health Sciences
International Nurses Day, which falls on May 12, is an opportunity to recall their services, express gratitude to them for their sacrifices and to adhere to their message of following COVID-19 ...
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